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Abstract: Forward osmosis (FO) and pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO) have gained attention
recently as potential processes to solve water and energy scarcity problems with advantages over
pressure-driven membrane processes. These processes can be designed to produce bioenergy and
clean water at the same time (i.e., wastewater treatment with power generation). Despite having
significant technological advancement, these bioenergy processes are yet to be implemented in full
scale and commercialized due to its relatively low performance. Hence, massive and extensive
research has been carried out to evaluate the variables in FO and PRO processes such as osmotic
membrane, feed solutions, draw solutions, and operating conditions in order to maximize the
outcomes, which include water flux and power density. However, these research findings have not
been summarized and properly reviewed. The key parts of this review are to discuss the factors
influencing the performance of FO and PRO with respective resulting effects and to determine the
research gaps in their optimization with the aim of further improving these bioenergy processes and
commercializing them in various industrial applications.

Keywords: concentration polarization; draw solution; feed solution; forward osmosis; pressure-retarded
osmosis; operating conditions; membrane fouling; osmotic membrane

1. Introduction

The demand for water and energy has been raising continuously and their shortage has resulted
in the development of alternative renewable energies and water treatment systems which require
less energy. Two of the osmotically driven membrane processes (ODMPs), namely forward osmosis
(FO) and pressure retarded osmosis (PRO), have attracted the most attention in the past years as
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the emerging technologies for numerous applications such as wastewater treatment and biomass
processing for bioenergy [1].

Osmosis refers to the movement of solvent molecules mostly water from the feed solution (FS)
which has lower solute concentration into draw solution (DS) which has higher solute concentration
across a semipermeable membrane. The osmotic pressure difference (∆π) between the two solutions is
the driving force for ODMPs and the same quantity of hydraulic pressure is required to terminate the
osmosis process. In contrast, pressure-driven membrane processes (e.g., nanofiltration, RO, etc.) rely
on externally applied hydraulic pressure [2]. The key benefits of ODMPs compared to the latter are
that they consume less energy and have lower fouling tendency, which results in high water flux, high
rejection of salt, and less membrane cleaning [3].

FO processes occur without any applied hydraulic pressure (∆P = 0) [4]. Once the solvent starts
moving from FS to DS, the hydrostatic pressure on the DS side gradually becomes greater and the
water flow will stop eventually; mathematically, the water flux (Jw) stops when ∆P equals to ∆π

(where ∆π–∆P = 0; hence Jw = 0) [5]. On the other hand, reverse osmosis (RO) employs hydraulic
pressure differential as its driving force to move water from the saltwater to the freshwater, resulting in
a negative flux across the membrane. This occurrence is relatively due to the large pressure (∆P > ∆π)
exerted to the concentrated side.

PRO processes are intermediate between FO and RO. Similar to RO, hydraulic pressure is applied
to the DS side against the osmotic pressure gradient, but it is smaller than the osmotic pressure
difference (∆P < ∆π). Thus, the net water flux, Jw is still towards concentrated DS, which is in a similar
direction as FO [4]. To generate the power steadily, a constant concentration and pressure must be
set for the DS so that a constant flow of FS across the membrane can occur. Subsequently, there is
more volume flow on the concentrated region and this additional flow can be employed for power
generation regarding bioenergy production [5].

There are several differences between FO and PRO in terms of the fundamentals and applications,
even though both processes utilize a similar driving force, which is salinity gradient difference [6].
For instance, FO processes are employed to produce clean water, dilute draw solution, or concentrate
feed solution in applications including brine treatment and desalination [2]. On the other hand,
PRO processes are employed to generate electricity or power using osmotic pressure from the DS.
The application difference is caused by the fundamental difference in their operations as FO processes
involve direct use of osmotic pressure to transport less concentrated solution across semipermeable
membrane barrier while PRO processes utilize hydraulic pressure to pressurize the DS to help in
converting the osmotic pressure to hydraulic pressure [7].

Besides PRO processes with power generation as the main application, FO processes can be
integrated with other systems for bioenergy production. For instance, bioenergy from organic matter
found in wastewater can be converted into electricity via forward osmosis-bioelectrochemical hybrid
systems (FO-BESs) which use electrochemically active bacteria [8]. One example of FO-BESs is osmotic
microbial fuel cell (OsMFC) which separates anode and cathode with an FO membrane. It produces
more electricity compared to the conventional microbial fuel cell with a cation exchange membrane [9].
Moreover, energy recovery (e.g., biogas production) can be carried out through an anaerobic osmotic
membrane bioreactor (An-OMBR) which integrates FO with anaerobic treatment by submerging an FO
membrane inside the bioreactor. FO processes can be used to concentrate nutrients and harvest algae
which is a bioenergy source, where biodiesel can be produced from its lipid extract and bioethanol can
be fermented from its carbohydrates [10,11].

Although there are several ODMPs applications for bioenergy production, these processes are so
far applied in lab-scale studies only and up-scaling to full scale is essential. To achieve at that stage,
optimization of process parameters has to be investigated. Therefore, this paper comprehensively
reviews the factors influencing the performance of the ODMPs, which is generally measured by
water flux, reverse solute flux, and power density. Various aspects of an osmotic membrane such as
concentration polarization, membrane materials, membrane configurations, and fouling are discussed.
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The next sections focus on the feed solutions and draw solutions which provide the osmotic pressure
difference to drive the ODMPs. Operating conditions including cross-flow rate and temperature
are also studied for their effects on the performance of FO and PRO. This review provides insights
into the concerned researches in practically designing an optimum osmotic membrane system for
bioenergy production.

2. Osmotic Membrane

During the past 40 years, membrane development has been focused on pressure driven processes
but the attention in ODMPs, like FO and PRO, has increased in the last decade [12] since they
demonstrate significant promise to leverage the global water-energy nexus [13]. It is crucial to
formulate customized membranes for these technologies since membrane properties such as structural
parameters, water permeability and solute permeability affect the overall performance of FO and
PRO processes. For instance, asymmetric FO membrane is an essential component to determine the
performance of FO-BES where its properties such as mass transfer resistance and proton transfer ability
affect the bioenergy production [8]. Generally, there are two methods to prepare membrane including
(1) direct phase inversion, which involves phase inversion of a polymer dope in a non-solvent followed
by formation of integrally skinned membranes, and (2) interfacial polymerization (IP), which is
utilized to create thin-film composite (TFC) membranes [14]. Modifications on membrane including its
microporous substrate and selective layer have been the main research area to improve the performance
of FO and PRO processes. For instance, specific functional compounds or groups have been introduced
on the surface of the selective layer to tackle the problems of fouling and low productivity [15]. In short,
a desired osmotic membrane should be thin, highly selective, and antifouling while compatible with
the chosen draw solution, produce high water fluxes, decline dissolved solutes, and tolerate mechanical
pressures caused by operation conditions [15,16].

2.1. Concentration Polarization

An osmotic membrane consists of an active layer and a support layer. The former selectively
allows movement of solvent molecules but declines at least some dissolved ions whereas the latter with
a side bond to the former comprises a phase-inversion sub-layer and an electrospun-fiber sub-layer.
Concentration polarization (CP) happens when the salt concentration difference across the active layer
is different from the concentration difference of the bulk solutions itself [17]. Since DS is diluted by
the incoming water flux, there is an immediate reduction in the osmotic pressure at the surface of
membrane facing the concentrated DS, causing the solute concentration on the other membrane side
facing the FS to increase, since the diffusion of water is towards the DS [18].

Depending on the membrane orientation, these two CP phenomena can happen either on the
active layer or on the support layer since the asymmetric membrane is used in the FO process. Although
any of the membrane orientations can be used to operate ODMPs, for clarity, the process is said to be in
FO mode (also known as AL-FS orientation) given that the active layer faces FS and support layer faces
DS. Generally, this mode can be used for any membrane separation process. In contrast, the process is
termed as PRO mode (also known as AL-DS orientation) when the active layer faces the DS and the
support layer faces the FS. PRO mode is normally used for osmotic power generation [19].

On the other hand, there are two kinds of CP where the formation of a concentration layer at
the membrane surface and in the porous structure of asymmetric membranes is defined as external
concentration polarization (ECP) and internal concentration polarization (ICP), respectively [20]. ECP
is usually associated with the concentrations of DS and FS whereas ICP is mainly affected by the
support layer structure and thick dense membrane [4]. The presence of CP can significantly affect the
effective osmotic pressure difference (∆π) across the membrane leading to a sharp decline in water flux
and operational performance of FO and PRO processes [21,22].

In PRO mode operation, water from FS moves into the porous support layer and permeates
through the active layer. The salt from FS also enters the support layer however, it cannot pass through
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the active layer, resulting in an increase of concentration within the support layer, which is called
concentrative ICP. In FO mode operation, dilutive ICP takes place when water permeate dilutes the DS
within the porous support layer, causing slow solute mass transfer [23]. ICP could become acute in
ODMPs and it cannot be erased by manipulating hydraulic conditions like increasing turbulence or
shear force since it happens within the support layer, thus membranes specially designed for ODMPs
are desired for applications [2]. Optimization on porosity, thickness, and tortuosity of the substrate
structure is essential for minimizing the severe effects of ICP. For example, an FO membrane that has a
highly porous substrate with low tortuosity and a detect-free thin selective layer is the most effective
approach to alleviate ICP [15].

2.2. Membrane Materials

To develop a system with optimal flux, the choice of material to fabricate a membrane is significant
because membrane fouling can directly affect the membrane flux. The material selection also depends
on the purpose of the membrane since the operational parameters of FO and PRO are quite different.
They require different selectivity degrees for the membrane skin layer where FO needs highly selective
membranes whereas PRO which targets high power density requires just sufficient salt decline to
maintain the driving force and govern concentration polarization [24]. Furthermore, most conventional
FO membranes, which are usually tailored to be porous and thin to lower ICP and structural parameters,
will either be damaged or deformed under high pressure of PRO [14]. This may cause serious leakage
of DS and failure towards the entire process [25]. This indicates that PRO membranes must be robust
enough to tolerate the operational hydraulic pressure. Micro-void type support layers that tend to
reduce CP can be beneficial for the FO process; however, their applications in PRO are restricted to
lower pressure processes since the micro-void structure can easily be collapsed under the effects of
high hydraulic pressure [26].

Early attempts to fabricate FO and PRO specialized membranes were restricted to cellulose
triacetate (CTA) and TFC membranes [25]. Cellulose is the most abundant existing natural polymer and
derivatives of cellulose such as cellulose acetate (CA) and CTA are appropriate materials to fabricate
membranes due to their good separation, moderate flux, and non-toxicity [27]. In order to produce
CTA membranes (as demonstrated in Figure 1A), a dense active layer is formed by casting CTA with an
embedded polyester fabric where the thickness of the active layer is minimized to improve the water
permeability while maintaining the membrane integrity or contaminant rejection [15]. However, CTA
membranes have restrictions in their application for desalination due to their comparatively low water
permeability and solute rejection. Severe CP has been induced in CTA membranes by a sponge-like
structure which was initially designed to improve flux [15]. In addition, cellulose-based materials not
only have low stability to pH and temperature but also undergo biodegradation and hydrolysis [27].

Therefore, enhanced TFC membranes have been developed to keep the high water flux obtained
by CTA membranes and to improve the mechanical robustness of the membranes [25]. This is because
highly selective and permeable TFC membranes have high flexibility in structural design with the
ability to individually optimize the two membrane layers (selective and substrate layer) for specific
needs [15,28]. Modification on the structure of the support layer significantly reduces ICP while having
the dense thin film layer allows great water permeability and salt rejection [7]. A TFC membrane (as
shown in Figure 1B) generally consists of (1) a very thin polyamide active layer, (2) a polymeric support
layer, and (3) a fabric layer for mechanical support [29]. Some examples of the artificial polymers
are polysulfone (PSF), polyether sulfone (PES), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) [27]. The standard preparation method of TFC membrane layer-by-layer assembly using the
microporous substrate obtained through phase inversion and the polyamide layer formed through IP
between chloride and amine monomers such as trimesoyl chloride and m-phenylenediamine [15].
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Wang, et al. [30] had compared the characteristics of CTA and TFC FO membranes provided by
Hydration Technologies Innovation (HTI, Albany, NY, USA) and the results are shown in Table 1.
The smaller contact angles indicate a higher hydrophilicity degree, which means permeation of water is
easier and higher water flux is expected [31]. Indeed, higher water flux was observed in TFC membrane
compared to CTA membrane under the same operating conditions [30]. It is noteworthy that in a
more recent study by Li, et al. [32], a self-made TFC membrane in comparison with a commercial
CTA-HTI membrane also exhibited higher flux loss due to membrane fouling [32]. Flux loss is one
of the important criteria to be considered for overall flux performance when designing an osmotic
membrane system. Nevertheless, higher reverse salt flux was observed with TFC membranes in both
studies [30,32].

Table 1. Comparison of commercial CTA and TFC membrane produced by Hydration Technologies
Innovation (HTI, Albany, NY, USA). Adapted with permission from Wang, Tang, Zhu, Dong, Wang
and Wu [30], Copyright (2014), Elsevier B.V.

Parameters Cellulose Triacetate Thin-Film Composite

Thickness of active layer (µm) 6.1 ± 2.0 4.9 ± 1.1
Thickness of support layer (µm) 51.4 ± 6.7 47.8 ± 2.5

Pore size of SL (µm) 5.3 ± 1.0 3.9 ± 2.0
Contact angle of active layer (◦) 86.0 ± 4.5 79.2 ± 6.3

Contact angle of support layer (◦) 72.8 ± 1.9 73.8 ± 6.0
Water permeability (A) (L/(m2 h bar)) 0.70 ± 0.07 1.24 ± 0.04

Salt permeability (B) (L/(m2 h)) 0.53 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.08
Salt rejection rate (%) 94.7 ± 0.1 97.7 ± 0.5

Water flux Lower Higher
Reverse solute flux Lower Higher

In another study [33], which compared the PRO performance of five different membranes including
CTA-HTI, CTA-HTI spiral, CTA-FTS, TFC-FTS, and TFC-Aquaporin (Fluid Technology Solutions (FTS)
and Aquaporin A/S are commercial membrane companies), it was found that although TFC membranes
have higher flux, CTA membranes with higher pressure stability show higher power densities because
the latter with a thicker rejection layer is less likely to be damaged at high pressure while the former is
more prone to compaction. To summarize, it is obvious that each material has better performance in
different aspects and more comparison studies should be carried out to provide evidence that support
the hypothesis of one being better than another.
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The development of the membrane materials and synthesis methods has been enhanced by
the research and commercial attention on FO and PRO, resulting in the use of other materials [25].
For instance, a variety of nanomaterials, as shown in Table 2, has been used to alter the membrane
substrates, either only form the active layer, or fabricate the whole thin film nanocomposite (TFN)
membranes [34]. Incorporation of hydrophilic nanomaterials such as carbon-based nanomaterials
functionalized with hydrophilic moieties can alleviate ICP by forming higher hydrophilicity, bigger
porosity, and lower tortuosity [35]. Since the synthesis processes for TFC membranes are well established,
any discovery on new membrane materials can be scaled up effortlessly for commercialization [36].
For example, aquaporins, which are water channel membrane proteins, have been incorporated into
membrane substrate and this biomimetic Aquaporin membrane has been large scale commercialized
for academic and industrial applications [37]. Nonetheless, it must be noted that there is a limited
number of pilot-scale research carried out to apply TFC membranes in commercial-scale FO and PRO
processes. More extensive researches at a bigger scale are needed for osmotic membranes to find out
their feasibility for a sustainable operation to the point of commercialization despite the promising
findings in laboratories.

Table 2. Recent nanostructured osmotic membrane and their experimental performance.

Type of
Nanomaterials

Nanoparticles
Incorporated Effects

Water Flux (Jw, L/m2 h)
Ref.

Unmodified Incorporated

Carbon
nanotubes

400 ppm sulfonated
carbon nanotubes

• Better
separation performance

• Better permselectivity
• Enhanced hydrophilicity
• Decreased

surface roughness

21.3 ± 2.1 29.9 ± 1.6 Li, et al.
[38]

Zeolites 0.4 wt % modified
clinoptilolite

• Increased
membrane porosity

• Higher eccentricity
• Reduced structural

parameter (S)
• Minimized ICP

16.3 24.61 Salehi, et
al. [39]

Zwitterions

Poly [3-(N-2-methacry
loylxyethyl-

N,N-dimethyl)-
ammonatopropan

esulfonate] (PMAPS)

• Lower water
contact angle

• Enhanced hydrophilicity
• Remarkable

anti-fouling properties

12.54 15.79 Lee, et al.
[40]

Graphene
oxide

0.1% graphene oxide
nanosheets

• Increase in
the hydrophilicity

• Increase in a surface
roughness value

• Better water permeability

7.9 14.5
Shokrgozar
Eslah, et
al. [41]

Carbon
quantum dots

Na+-functionalized
carbon quantum dots

• Higher roughness
• Larger effective

surface area
• Decreased

membrane thickness
• Increased interstitial

space among the
polyamide chains

24.25 ± 2.8 34.86 ± 1.41 Gai, et al.
[42]
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Table 2. Cont.

Type of
Nanomaterials

Nanoparticles
Incorporated Effects

Water Flux (Jw, L/m2 h)
Ref.

Unmodified Incorporated

Metal and
metal oxide

nanoparticles

0.5 wt % molybdenum
oxide NPs

(MoO3)

• Increased wettability
• Enhanced surface

roughness,
hydrophilicity, and
water permeability

~21 67 Amini, et
al. [43]

Polyelectrolytes
Layer-by-layer

polyvinylidenefluoride
(PVDF)

• Enhanced hydrophilicity
and porosity

• High pure
water permeability

• Low
structural parameter

5.4 24.1 Gonzales,
et al. [44]

Metal–organic
frameworks

0.12 w/v % copper
1,4-benzenedicarboxylate

nanosheets,
CuBDC-NS

• Reduced contact angles
• Increased

surface hydrophilicity
• Much lower reverse

solute flux

18 28 Dai, et al.
[45]

2.3. Membrane Configurations

In addition to membrane materials, membranes have been fabricated into two membrane
configurations based on geometry that is flat sheet and hollow fiber configurations to improve
performance such as achieving high water fluxes and superior rejection properties [46]. Generally, as
compared to the hollow fiber membrane, it is easier to engineer a thinner support layer in a flat sheet
membrane, thus it has higher water flux and power density [7]. However, due to the thin support
layer and lower packing density, flat sheet membranes are less mechanically stable and more likely
to experience structural destructions under pressure, even with a macro-void free support layer [14].
Compaction due to pressure always negatively affects the properties of the flat sheet membranes, such
as increasing the resistance of porous substrates, decreasing the permeability of the selective layers,
and enhancing the salt leakage by spacer [47].

Therefore, recent approaches in developing flat sheet membranes focus on enhancing their
mechanical robustness, which is crucial for the PRO applications since it decides the maximum
applicable hydraulic pressure. For example, the selective layer of flat sheet membranes is normally
post-treated with chemical and physical modification for better mechanical strength [48]. Another
approach to improve the pressure tolerance of flat sheet membranes is by utilizing customized spacers.
Membrane with customized tricot fabric spacers was able to tolerate a stable 48 bar hydrostatic pressure
for exceeding 10 h and achieve 14.1 W/m2 at 20.7 bar [14]. The restrictions of pressure observed in
numerous previous PRO research are primarily because of the unsuitable selection of spacer material.

Hollow fiber membranes (as shown in Figure 2) are tubular-shaped membranes and this
configuration provides key benefits including a self-supporting structure and high packing density in
membrane modules [49]. Hollow fiber membranes commonly feature a higher mechanical strength
due to their geometrical (circular) structure. The fabric support-free hollow fiber configurations
could also give rise to better control of the structural parameters [49]. Furthermore, the hollow fiber
membrane module demonstrates higher efficiency (flux) of mass transfer compared to the flat-sheet
(spiral-wound) module [50]. Wang, et al. [51] discovered that contact angles of FO hollow fiber
membranes were much smaller than the commercial flat sheet membranes suggesting that they have
higher hydrophilicity and lower fouling tendency. Besides, Chou, Wang and Fane [47] reported much
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lower specific reverse salt flux in the hollow fiber membrane as its self-supporting structure can
eliminate the deformation-enhanced reverse solute flux which is common for flat-sheet membranes.
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Moreover, hollow fiber membranes do not require spacers to effectively support the flowing of
liquids on both sides of the membranes. Without spacers, deformation of the membrane caused by
the spacer under high pressures could be minimized and more membranes could be packed into the
modules. Also, with a self-supporting structure, higher pressures can be achieved by keeping the
pressurized DS on the shell side rather than on the bore side of the fiber [52]. Since a spacer is not
required in hollow fiber membranes with DS on the shell side, power density can be improved without
the potential energy loss from the interface between membrane and spacer [53]. The Japanese Mega-ton
project had tried a prototype by modifying and upscaling CTA-based RO hollow fiber membrane into
PRO membrane module and achieved a power density of 7.7 W/m2 at 25 bar [54]. However, they
usually have smaller initial water flux compared to the flat sheet membranes (before deformation takes
place), and they are likely to face pressure drop problems within each hollow fiber [6]. In addition,
increasing pressure causes a reduction in the dimensions of fiber, leading to an increase in feed pressure
loss on the bore side [52]. These are research gaps that researchers can look into so that there will be an
enhancement in hollow fiber membranes and the performance of ODMPs.

Power density is a significant parameter in selecting the membrane for the PRO process. Although
increasing the membrane area can scale up the energy generation, membranes with high power density
which produce greater power per unit area reduce the membrane size required and the capital cost.
As demonstrated in Table 3, various enhanced hollow fiber TFC membranes have been developed
recently and applied in PRO processes where the highest power density in the literature so far is
38 W/m2. In contrast, there is limited literature on the application of flat sheet membranes in osmotic
power generation recently, after Han et al. [14] had summarized PRO performance of TFC flat sheet
membranes up to 2015. One of the recent studies is research by Sharma, et al. [55] which discovered
that CA flat sheet membrane modified with PEG 6000 achieved power density of 3.1 W/m2. In brief,
flat sheet membranes are more appropriate for FO applications due to their highly engineered support
layer while hollow fiber membranes that have simple fabrication, high-pressure resistant structures,
and high membrane surface area per module are comparatively suitable to harvest energy through
PRO process [25].
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Table 3. PRO performance of recent hollow fiber membranes.

Membrane Feed Solution Draw Solution Hydraulic
Pressure (Bar)

Power Density
(W/m2) Ref.

TFC DI water 1.2 M NaCl 30 38 Wan, et al. [56]
TFC DI water 1 M NaCl 16.5 14.6 Park, et al. [57]
TFC DI water 0.81 M NaCl 20 18.8 Zhang, et al. [58]
TFC DI water 1.0 M NaCl 20 12.1 Gonzales, et al. [59]
TFC DI water 1 M NaCl 21 16.7 Lim, et al. [60]
TFC DI water 1 M NaCl 20 20 Wan, et al. [61]
TFC DI water 1 M NaCl 20 27 Wan and Chung [62]

2.4. Membrane Fouling

Membrane fouling, which happens due to the deposition of particles and/or solutes at the
membrane surface or inside membrane pores, is one of the main factors influencing membrane
performance in ODMPs [12]. There are four types of fouling and their respective model foulants
are shown in Table 4. The chemical and hydrodynamic interactions between the foulants and the
membrane surface either temporarily or permanently decrease membrane water flux [63], leading to
lowered permeate quality, reduced water recovery, shortened membrane life, and increased operating
cost [13]. This is because foulants not only react with the membrane surface physically but also
deteriorate membrane material chemically [63]. In addition, the accumulation of foulant influences
power density used to generate energy in PRO. A layered model by Nagy, et al. [64] demonstrated a
50% reduction of power production due to a 500 µm-thick cake layer.

Table 4. Fouling types and model foulants.

Type of Fouling Model Foulants

Organic Alginate, humic acid (HA), and bovine serum albumin (BSA)
Inorganic Calcium salts and silica
Colloidal Colloidal silica particles
Biological Escherichia coli bacteria suspensions

A lot of academic studies, industrial researches and development efforts have been carried out
since the early 1960s to mitigate membrane fouling [63], which is influenced by various factors such as
operation conditions, membrane properties, level of pretreatment and solution chemistry [21]. The
properties and characteristics of membranes that influence fouling formation are their morphology
(i.e., surface roughness, surface pattern, or pore size) and chemical structure (i.e., charge, hydrophilicity,
and functional groups). In general, low surface roughness, high hydrophilicity, and negative surface
charge are desirable [65].

In ODMPs, the accumulation of foulants takes place on different surfaces of membrane depending
on the membrane orientation, hence fouling can be categorized into internal and external fouling [66].
In FO mode, foulants are accumulated on the relatively smooth active layer and a cake-type layer is
subsequently formed. The deposition of foulants is influenced by both shear force and permeation
drag, resulting from bulk cross-flow and permeate flux, respectively [67]. This manner of fouling is
referred to as external fouling.

The mechanism of fouling is more complex in PRO mode. The foulants which are relatively small
compared to the pores of the rough support layer can enter the membrane porous support layer and be
adsorbed on the walls, or eventually be retained by the dense active layer and deposited at the back of
the active layer. Subsequently, foulants which penetrate the support layer attached to the foulants
which have been accumulated on the active layer, resulting in clogging of the membrane pores. This is
the most serious case of fouling and is very difficult to clean up [68]. At the beginning of fouling in PRO
mode, the effect of hydrodynamic shear forces is absent since cross-flow velocity disappears within
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the support layer [67]. Fouling in this manner is called internal fouling. Under severe conditions of
fouling, more foulants continue to accumulate outside of the support layer, resulting in both external
and internal fouling [66].

External fouling, in comparison with internal fouling, happens on the surface of the membrane
so it is more able to be removed and reversed via optimizing feed water hydrodynamic conditions
or chemical cleaning [69]. Therefore, AL-FS orientation is recommended by most researchers for FO
application to avoid unwanted internal fouling [70], although there is relatively higher water flux in
PRO mode since crossflow shear on the membrane surface can mitigate dilutive ECP [18]. On the other
hand, PRO membranes are usually in operation of PRO mode due to higher mechanical stability (to
avoid rejection layer damage) and higher power density (in the absence of fouling) [71].

Even though the osmotic backwash method has been developed to clean foulants within the
support layer [72], it is essential to develop internal fouling control which is more effective for PRO
because the requirement of pretreatment of feed water and membrane cleaning increases energy
consumption and incurs additional costs [73]. It is also urgent to develop an appropriate PRO
membrane to mitigate support layer fouling where material and roughness of the surface of the support
layer should be taken into account [12]. Nevertheless, it should be clarified that both internal and
external fouling can be irreversible depending on feed water constituents and their interactions with
the membrane [74].

3. Feed Solutions

A variety of FSs, such as sewage [75,76], grey water [77], and microalgae [76,78], have been
examined for their feasibility in different FO applications. Study on these commercially available
FSs and other unexplored FSs is very important to understand their applicability, sustainability and
economic feasibility in FO processes. Since FO is driven by the osmotic pressure difference, increasing
feed concentration leads to lower initial flux due to the higher osmotic pressure of FS followed by
a thinner foulant layer due to lowered convection of foulants to the membrane [64]. Furthermore,
the presence of salt in the FS increases ICP in the membrane and reduces the achievable power
density. Madsen et al. [33] reported a 55% reduction in power density (8 W/m2 to 3.6 W/m2) when
FS was changed from MilliQ ultrapure water to a 2 wt % NaCl solution. The reduction in power
density was not linear and the biggest difference occurred when changing MilliQ water to 0.01 wt %,
which is the typical salinity of the river water model. This indicates that the suitability of river water
as a FS should be investigated and DS with higher salinity should be studied to generate higher
power. Moreover, the presence of other solutes (either dissolved or suspended) in FS could directly
influence the FO performance [18]. This is because an increase in total dissolved solids of FS results
in a reduction of net osmotic pressure, thus reducing water flux [18]. Composition and chemistry of
FS—including the availability and concentration of divalent ions, ionic strength, and pH—strongly
affect the fouling behavior in FO since characteristics of the foulants (e.g., membrane surface charge) and
the foulant–foulant and foulant–membrane interactions are influenced [79]. For instance, comparatively
high retention of ammonia was observed at a pH of 5 and the retention gradually decreased when the
pH increased. Meanwhile, there was an enhancement in the retentions of nitrite, nitrate, and phosphate
when pH was increased from 5–8. This is because the electrostatic repulsion between the membrane
and the negatively charged ions was strengthened by the increasing negative charge on the surface of
the membrane [76].

Feed waters with different qualities have been researched to determine the major foulants since
water flux and osmotic power generation are reduced by membrane fouling, making the overall
cost as high as other membrane processes [80]. In addition, for certain quick fouling, high cleaning
frequency and long downtime processing are required making the conventional backwash approaches
impractical. Also, adding a large amount of chemicals that are expensive to alleviate fouling in PRO
processes is not viable economically [81].
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Pretreatments

In order to reduce membrane fouling and to improve the performances, various pretreatment
approaches—including microfiltration [82], vacuum filtering [83], low-pressure nanofiltration [84],
low-pressure reverse osmosis [81], and coagulation [85]—have been investigated. Water flux increases
when pretreatment is carried out since the suspended solids in feed solution are removed. However,
Yang, Gao, Jang, Shon and Yue [83] reported that the increment associated with sewage pre-filtration
decreased with time. Seker, et al. [86] presented similar findings where initial water flux with
pretreatment (8.5 L/m2 h) was lower but water flux of pretreated whey decreased slowly and final flux
(4 L/m2 h) was the same as the flux of non-pretreatment. Therefore, it should be noted that pretreatment
only delays, but does not mitigate, the fouling formation.

In addition, the power density increases after the pretreatment. Results shown by Yang, Wan,
Xiong and Chung [81] demonstrated that the PRO process without pre-treatment at 15 bar generated
a power density of 2.92 W/m2 (only 40% of its initial power density) while the PRO process using
filtrates from nanofiltration could produce a stable power density of 7.3 W/m2 with only a 10.7%
drop. Nonetheless, Kim and Kim [87] suggested omitting pretreatments in designing and operating
PRO because pretreatments need more energy (0.1–0.4 kWh/m3) than the extractable net energy
(0.1 kWh/m3) and net energy extraction from seawater and river water could be done using PRO even
with severe fouling. Therefore, an economical and less energy-intensive approach should be developed
for pretreatments, otherwise pretreatments might not be that helpful in both FO and PRO processes.

4. Draw Solutions

Identifying an appropriate draw solute/solution is one of the major challenges to the FO and
PRO processes. Since the mid-1960s, a variety of DS has been proposed and examined to maximize
the efficiency of these processes but none of them have been successful for commercialization [88].
There are several important criteria to be fulfilled by an ideal DS, which are (i) high water flux (high
osmotic pressure), (ii) simple and cheap recovery from the diluted DS, and (iii) low reverse solute flux
(RSF) [89]. However, the first two requirements are in fact a conflict between one another since good
osmotic potential requires a strong association between water molecules and draw solutes, which
subsequently complicates the recovery process [90]. The recovery of DS remains one of the main
challenges even though various approaches have been proposed including RO, heating/distillation,
ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, magnetic separation, physical triggers, precipitation, and membrane
distillation [91].

There are various additional criteria for an ideal draw solute, such as having no damage, scaling or
fouling on the membrane surface even after prolonged use, intrinsic properties (e.g., at or near neutral
pH), low viscosity even at high concentrations, low toxicity without adverse effect on environment
and human health, a high diffusion coefficient to reduce ICP, being chemically stable for repeated use
as well as cost-effective [91]. However, some contradictions between or deviations to some of these
criteria may exist. For instance, solutes with small size like NaCl are more likely to achieve a high
diffusion coefficient which reduces ICP, but there is also relatively high RSF due to their size [92].

Considering the diversity of feed solutions, it may not be possible that a single universal DS can
treat all kinds of feed solutions [93]. Hence, before applying practically to the real-world industries, a
draw solute should be extensively evaluated regarding their suitability through examining its various
aspects and the priority order of assessment measure is entirely based on each application. For example,
the primary property of a draw solute for power generation via PRO should be water induction
ability (high osmotic pressure) since the relationship between power density and water flux is direct
proportional [89].

As demonstrated in Figure 3, DS is widely classified into two groups which are synthetic
compounds and commercially available compounds that can be further categorized into four main
kinds in accordance with their physicochemical properties: volatile compounds, nutrient compounds,
inorganic salts, and organic salts but overlapping may occur as this grouping is not strict [94].
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Commercially available draw solutes were dominant before 2007 and there have been efforts in
exploring them but the outcomes are still far from satisfactory, therefore various synthetic DSs that
exhibit superiority with lower RSF and less energy consumption in recycling have been proposed
recently [95].
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There is another classification of DSs based on the recovery methods of draw solute which are
either responsive or non-responsive to some external stimuli [93]. The non-responsive draw solutes
which include the commercially available compounds refer to those without significant variation
in their water affinity upon exposure to stimuli like a magnetic field, thermal, pressure, or light
whereas the responsive draw solutes are mostly the synthetic compounds which respond to stimuli by
undergoing substantial changes in water affinity. Phase transitions between two states with different
water affinities usually happen. Draw solutes can then be easily regenerated or separated from the
diluted draw solutions while maintaining drawing ability which is sufficiently high [90].

When the concentration of DS increases, the osmotic pressure difference also increases, resulting
in greater water flux. However, this is temporary because there is an enhanced dilutive ICP inside the
membrane support layer caused by the increased incoming water flux, reducing the available driving
force drastically [18,96]. In addition, increased concentration of DS results in a greater draw solutes loss
because of RSF, despite being less significant in comparison to the increased Jw. It is noteworthy that if
DS concentration is further increased beyond a certain level, the pumping energy will be increased due
to the increased viscosity. The use of highly concentrated DS could also result in other implications; for
example, chemical exposure to increased ionic concentrations could affect membrane stability [18].
Hence, it is essentially important to develop draw solutes which can produce high water flux at low
concentration as this could lead to momentous energy and cost savings.

5. Operating Conditions

Furthermore, operating conditions are another factor that highly affects the treatment efficiency
of FO. Examples of operating conditions are draw solution concentration, membrane orientation,
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cross-flow velocity and temperature, which are shown in Figure 4. This is also applicable to PRO where
the extractable power per unit membrane area (i.e., the specific power) is affected by local conditions
such as concentration and temperature of seawater [97]. Moreover, the combined effects of operating
conditions should be investigated extensively and the relationship between each variable should be
understood so that the performance of ODMPs can be maximized. For example, Hawari, et al. [98]
reported a 93.3% increase in the membrane flux when both the DS temperature and the flow rate are
increased from 20 to 26 ◦C and from 1.2 to 3.2 L/min, respectively.
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Nonetheless, it is a challenge to define a general set of best-operating parameters since they
are highly dependent on a particular system where each system has its own membrane parameters,
equipment specifications, element geometry, site conditions, and system losses [99]. Maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) has been proposed recently to have real-time control of PRO systems by either
controlling of only one parameter which is the pressure exerted [100–102] or simultaneously controlling
of few parameters including feed flow rates, draw flow rates and pressure exerted [103]. Maximum
net power and maximum specific energy can then be extracted from the PRO system at both the design
stage and in the field with varying conditions [103]. Nevertheless, laboratory-scale studies are still in
great need even though numerous simulation and model-based optimization studies [104–106] have
been carried out.

5.1. Cross-Flow Rate

According to film theory, the thickness of the mass transfer boundary layer at the membrane
surface is changed by varying the flowrate of solutions [107]. When the flow rates are higher, there is
an increase in permeate flux because the boundary layer is thinner, resulting in a higher rate of mass
transfer, thus reducing ECP and fouling; however, in some cases, it was found that at higher flow
rates, the residence time along the membrane will be shorter which will result in lower permeation
across the membrane [23,108]. Increasing cross-flow velocity induces mixing in the porous support
layer making the ICP less severe, especially for those membranes with thin and highly porous support
layers [109]. In a cross-flow system, two main forces are applied to the feed particles. Hydrodynamic
drag which is perpendicular to the surface of the membrane forces the foulant molecules to move
towards the membrane while the shear rate which is tangential to the surface of the membrane causes
the molecules to move back towards the bulk solution. Higher tangential shear force at high cross-flow
velocities reduces the accumulation of foulants [110]. The removal rate of foulant is also higher [64].
Furthermore, the power density can be influenced by changing the flow rate ratio due to the higher
water fluxes obtained from the membrane with a higher flow rate ratio. By understanding the influence
of the input flow rate ratio, the potential power output from a PRO system can be increased [111].

A relatively low DS flowrate compared to the FS flowrate will cause dilution effect affecting
the permeate flux, which is also more serious with a higher concentration of DS. There should be a
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sufficiently high cross-flow rate of the DS (dilution factor <2) to restrict the adverse dilution effect [96].
In fact, by altering the flow rates of both the FS and the DS could achieve a greater increment in
water flux compared to altering the flow rate of either one. An increase in both flow rates causes a
simultaneous reduction of CP effect at both sides of the membrane [98]. It shall be noted that high
ratios of flow rate can induce great force to the membrane surface which has the potential to damage
the membrane [111]. Hence, research works should be conducted to determine the optimal ratio of
flow rates to be implemented.

The study conducted by Phuntsho, Sahebi, Majeed, Lotfi, Kim and Shon [18] has shown higher
FO water flux at higher crossflow rates with optimum crossflow rate between 400 and 800 mL/min,
although the increase is logarithmic and the effect of crossflow is insignificant beyond this level.
Seker, et al. [112] supported this wherein their study, there was no variation in water flux while
increasing flow rate from 2500–7500 mL/min as the flow rates used were higher than the optimum.
There was a reduction in water fluxes when the flow rate was further increased to 10,000 mL/min. Also,
Gulied, et al. [113] found out that a small increase in water flux (∼1.5%) and %W recovery (1.2%) were
resulted from increasing the flow rate from 1600–2800 mL/min. However, when the circulation flow
rate increased, the ECP effect could become smaller reducing the water flux where the WF and %W
recovery decreased gradually with increasing flow rates from 2800–3200 mL/min.

In addition, there is a requirement of extra pumping energy for high cross-flow rates yet the
enhancement on water flux may be limited. For instance, the study reported by Gulied, Al Momani,
Khraisheh, Bhosale and AlNouss [113] observed there was no significant effect on FO performance by
increasing circulation flow rate (from 1.6 mL/min to 3.2 mL/min) but energy consumption increased
from 36.1 W/m3 to 144.2 W/m3. This indicates that energy consumption increased by ~4-fold when
doubling the flow rates. The efficiency of the PRO process is reduced as a result of increased energy
need for pumping even though increasing cross-flow rates leads to increased power densities [114].
In certain cases and up to certain limits, improvement in osmotic performance and power generation
can justify the energy invested for additional pumping [103]. At the optimal cross-flow, a balance of
pumping energy and osmotic performance shall be accomplished [96].

5.2. Temperature

Operating temperature is a crucial factor which affects the osmotic performance. This is because
it has a direct influence on the thermodynamic properties of both solutions, (e.g., osmotic pressure,
diffusion, and viscosity) [115]. In fact, according to the van ’t Hoff equation (π = βCRT), there is a
direct proportional relationship between osmotic pressure and the temperature. Although the osmotic
pressure is not proportional to the concentration if the solutions are highly concentrated, there is still an
assumption of the proportionality between the osmotic pressure and the temperature [116]. Variation
in the thermodynamic properties not only affects the water flux but also influences membrane fouling
and solute rejection/diffusion [117]. Heating both sides (FS and DS) simultaneously is more effective
since the difference among the water fluxes with increased temperature of either one solution is not
significant [115].

An increase in the temperature improves the water flux due to reduced water viscosity in solutions
(and/or solubility), and increased water solubility and diffusivity within the membrane [117]. Besides
variations in properties of solvent, solute, and solution, there is higher water flux because the polymeric
membrane expands upon heating producing larger effective pore sizes, which also unfortunately
gives rise to more serious solute diffusion [118]. RSF increases with the increase of temperature as the
membrane has less resistance to draw solute transmembrane diffusion [115]. Although the increased
solute diffusion alleviates the concentrative ICP in the support layer and increases the water flux,
dilutive ECP can be enhanced because such an improved water flux carries more solutes from the feed
bulk phase to the surface of the support layer, thereby reducing the available driving force [117].

Furthermore, an increase in water flux leads to a reduction of operation time; for example, Yang,
Gao, Jang, Shon and Yue [83] demonstrated reducing sewage to one-quarter volume using FO filtration
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took 46 h and 15 h at 15 ◦C and 35 ◦C, respectively. In addition to increasing water flux, higher
temperature generally results in higher power density. Simulated model by Anastasio, et al. [119]
predicted that power density is greater at elevated temperature since membrane hydraulic permeance,
draw osmotic pressure and solute diffusivity all raise with temperature. Table 5 demonstrates how
an increase in temperature affects water flux and/or specific power in previous studies. Most of the
studies reported the improvement with increasing temperature, but higher temperatures can be tested
for the resulting performance together with their effects on membrane and energy efficiency.

Table 5. Increase in water flux and/or specific power due to increase in temperature.

Membrane FS DS Temperature
(◦C)

Increase in
Water Flux
Per ◦C (%)

Increase in
Specific

Power Per
◦C (%)

Ref.

CTA-HTI Brackish
water

1.5 M
Na2SO4

25–35 3.1 - Zhao and
Zou [120]35–45 1.2

CTA-HTI 10 mM NaCl 1 M NaCl 25–35 4.1 3.4 She, Jin and
Tang [71]

CTA-HTI Brackish
water

0.5 M KCl
25–35 1.7 - Phuntsho, et

al. [121]25–45 3.2

CTA-HTI 0.5 M NaCl
1 M NaCl

20–30
7.1 6.5 Kim and

Elimelech
[122]

1.5 M NaCl 3.9 3.3
2 M NaCl 5.0 4.7

CA-HTI DI water 1.5 M NaCl 20–40 - 5.2

Anastasio,
Arena, Cole

and
McCutcheon

[119]

CTA-HTI DI water 2 M NaCl
5–20 2.9 - Heo, et al.

[123]20–45 3.3

TFC-TCK 0.01 M NaCl
0.6 M NaCl

25–50
2.9 3.2 Wang, et al.

[124]1.2 M NaCl 3.0 3.1

TFC Municipal
wastewater

Synthetic
seawater

concentrate

15–25 4.0 -
Yang, Gao,
Jang, Shon

and Yue [83]25–35 1.9

6. Conclusions

There is an extensive potential in ODMPs, specifically FO and PRO, to act as a sustainable
bioenergy solution on water and energy scarcity. However, technological developments and large-scale
investigations are required to improve their feasibility and performance. This review provides a
comprehensive summary of factors affecting their performance so that these efficient and green
bioenergy processes can be further improved and implemented in the industrial applications in the
near future. Membrane FS and DS, which are the major components of ODMPs, have high impacts
on the performance of FO and PRO. These components which are commercially available should be
modified for better performance. For example, research should be carried out to improve the pressure
stability of TFC membranes for higher power density. Efforts must also be carried out on exploring
new materials to fabricate membrane as well as to synthesize FS and DS so that higher water flux and
greater power density can be achieved, thereby improving the bioenergy production. Draw solution
with high salinity should be explored and examined to enhance the power generation to compete
with other renewable energies. Also, optimization of operating parameters and understanding of the
relationship between these parameters are essential to maximizing the bioenergy output. Although the
performance of osmotic membrane processes (i.e., water flux and power density) is not affected by
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their economics, the cost aspect—including membrane cost and pretreatment cost—is an important
criterion for consideration when designing an osmotic system, especially for bioenergy applications.
Therefore, a techno-economic assessment of these osmotic membrane processes is essential to examine
their feasibility even though there is a lack of full-scale FO and PRO applications to validate the cost
assumption. In short, this paper has summarized the factors affecting FO and PRO processes which
help in bioenergy production while outlining research needs and future directions on each factor.
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